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The immediate-delayed deep inferior epigastric perforator (DIEP)
flap: is it worth the extra step?—an expert’s opinion
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Introduction
Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women
worldwide (1). An increasing number of patients decide
to undergo breast reconstruction after mastectomy (2).
On local, regional, national and international level, a large
variety exists among type and timing that are offered in
breast reconstruction surgery. In general, autologous breast
reconstructions are considered to provide a more natural
and permanent outcome, resulting in higher patientreported satisfaction rates when compared to implantbased reconstructions (3,4). Due to lower complication
rates than other autologous flaps, the deep inferior
epigastric perforator (DIEP) flap has become the golden
standard for autologous breast reconstruction (5). The
increasing number of DIEP flaps each year (6), requires a
novel approach combining the most optimal oncological
treatment on the one hand, while resulting in the most
aesthetically pleasing breast(s) on the other hand. Moreover,
in order to keep up with the increasing demand of DIEP
flaps, efficient planning of the operation in support of
reduction of surgical time is needed.
Immediate, immediate-delayed and delayed
DIEP flap reconstruction
Following mastectomy, a DIEP flap reconstruction
can be performed in an immediate, immediate-delayed
(i.e., immediate tissue expander placement, followed by
staged DIEP flap reconstruction) or delayed fashion.
Several factors contribute to the decision-making process
of the timing of the breast reconstruction, including
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medical considerations such as a history of breast surgery,
comorbidities, patients’ anatomy or a possible indication
for adjuvant radiotherapy (3,5,7,8). Moreover, patients’
preference, surgeons’ expertise and hospitals’ recourses
are to be considered. For example, many hospitals do not
have access to sufficient capacity to offer immediate breast
reconstruction due to logistical challenges (9,10).
Given the varying risks and benefits of the different
types of breast reconstructive options, the decisionmaking process can be highly complex and overwhelming
for patients. This can lead to feelings of anxiety and/or
distress in already uncertain times in which they are already
confronted with the diagnosis of (increased risk at) breast
cancer (11). Moreover, the Dutch guideline for breast
cancer treatment advices a maximum period of six weeks
between diagnosis and mastectomy (with or without breast
reconstruction) (12), thereby putting a time constraint on
the decision-making process. Previous literature showed that
women who are struggling with their decision on what type
of breast reconstruction to choose, experience additional
emotional pressure due to this six week window (4). In order
to buy time for decision-making process without delaying
oncological treatment (i.e., the mastectomy, radiotherapy
or adjuvant therapy) while preserving the skin envelop
(13,14), immediate-delayed breast reconstruction might
offer a solution to a possible lack of hospital capacity and/
or perceived emotional pressure. In case the mastectomy
was performed previously, a way to simulate a skin envelop,
an extra procedure can be offered to pre-expand the breast
skin that is left before performing the delayed breast
reconstruction. DIEP flap reconstructions are cost-effective
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when considering health-related quality of life and patient
satisfaction (15,16). However, comparative data on costs of
pre-expansion of the breast before DIEP flap reconstruction
is limited. Comparing immediate, immediate-delayed and
delayed DIEP flap reconstruction, similar incidences of
recipient site complications and flap re-explorations were
observed (3).
The major advantage of pre-expansion of the breast is
better cosmetic outcomes, in terms of better native shape
of the breast, more sensate skin envelope and less scarring
(5,7,8). This is important, because aesthetics play an
important role in the quality of life and well-being of the
patient and strongly influences the choice for additional
reoperations (8). In addition, pre-expansion results in
a shorter duration of reconstructive surgery for the
autologous breasts.
However, there are also disadvantages to pre-expansion.
First, an extra element of surgery during or after mastectomy
is added, and the patient must live for a considerable amount
of time with a tissue expander before definitive operation.
This might lead to postponement of oncological therapy, may
lead to longer hospitalization and increased risk of social or
emotional difficulties due to complaints of the tissue expander
or a prolonged time until completion of the treatment
trajectory (5,8). Moreover, some patients experience the
many out-clinic visits for expansion of the tissue expander as
(emotionally) intensive. Last, the risk of early explantation of
the tissue expander due to infection or erosion.
Clinical experience
Pre-operative consultation is crucial. Patients have a
30 minutes consultation at the plastic surgeon to show a
standard PowerPoint with principles, examples of outcomes
including a diverse range of photos, complications and
treatment protocols. In case a patient is not convinced
about her decision offering the option of pre-expansion
after mastectomy might support patients in experiencing
less pressure and stress during the decision-making process.
Indications for pre-expansion included all patients who
underwent unilateral DIEP flap reconstruction between
January 2013 and December 2019 or patients with the
desire of a DIEP flap reconstruction who had their initial
surgery (mastectomy) in another hospital, combined with
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patient-preference. The approach of pre-expansion consists
of a skin sparing mastectomy followed by an immediate
subpectoral placement of alloplastic material in form of
a tissue expander and using them as spacers inside the
breast skin envelop to avoid the skin to stick back to the
thoracic wall after mastectomy has been performed. The
tissue expander can be filled to enlarge the breast skin
until the start of radiotherapy or adjuvant therapy, thereby
not delaying oncological treatment. Once the oncological
treatment is completed, the tissue expander can be filled
until it is sufficient and substituted with the DIEP flap.
During DIEP flap reconstruction, the tissue expander
was removed and partial capsulectomy was performed.
Premature explantation of the tissue expander due to
infection or erosion occurred in seven patients (12.5%).
In our community hospital, the mean duration of surgery
for unilateral DIEP flaps with pre-expanded breasts was
308 minutes (SD 81) and the mean duration of surgery
for unilateral DIEP flap without pre-expanded breasts was
334 minutes (SD 85) (P=0.0126). Although not significant,
it is clinically relevant. The duration of a DIEP flap in a
pre-expanded breast is approximately 30 minutes shorter
(Figures 1 and 2) with no more major complications, thereby
creating opportunity to perform two unilateral DIEP flap
reconstructions in one day.
Postoperative, patients with pre-expanded breasts were
more satisfied with the aesthetics of the breast because
of better native shape of the breast, more sensate skin
envelope, no need for a (large) skin island, and less scarring.
Hence a lower number of complementary surgeries were
required to achieve satisfying aesthetic result.
Recommendation
According to previous literature and our clinical experience,
the author’s opinion is that pre-expansion is worth the extra
procedure. Pre-expansion of the breast leads to a shorter
duration of reconstructive surgery with higher patients’
satisfaction rates and a comparable rate of complications.
However, important factors to consider remain hospital
capacity and costs. In future research, it would be valuable
to include a costs-benefit analysis of both surgical modalities
and to include patient-reported outcome (PRO) scores with
a validated and breast cancer specific questionnaire such as
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Unilateral DIEP flaps with pre-expansion
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Figure 1 Unilateral DIEP flaps with pre-expansion. The duration of surgery per patient in chronological order. The red line illustrates the
mean duration of surgery in minutes. DIEP, deep inferior epigastric perforator.

Unilateral DIEP flaps without pre-expansion
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Figure 2 Unilateral DIEP flaps without pre-expansion. The duration of surgery per patient in chronological order. The red line illustrates
the mean duration of surgery in minutes. DIEP, deep inferior epigastric perforator.
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